SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES
PROJECT: TRACT 13026 - RANCHO SAN JUAN
LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

SEE SHEET 4

L. & TACK IN LT. GD. BASE

L. & TACK IN W/W CORNER 5D & E VAULT

L. & TACK IN TOP OF CURB

L. & TACK IN T.C.

SEE SHEET 2

GEAR SPIKE IN BIKE TRAIL

GEAR SPIKE IN BIKE TRAIL
SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES
PROJECT: TRACT 13026 - RANCHO SAN JUAN
LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRAND

GEAR SPIKE IN PHOTO PANEL IN BIKE TRAIL
L. & TACK IN LT. STD.

SEE SHEET 5

39

SCALE: 1" = 40'

SEE SHEET 3
SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES

PROJECT: TRACT 13026 - RANCHO SAN JUAN

LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO

SEE SHEET 5

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SPIKE & WASHER RCE 13557

SPIKE & WASHER RCE 13557

PIR RCE 13557

PIR RCE 13557

SPike in AC in Bike Trail

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SEE SHEET 5

SCALE: 1" = 40'

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SEE SHEET 5

SCALE: 1" = 40'

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SEE SHEET 5

SCALE: 1" = 40'

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SEE SHEET 5

SCALE: 1" = 40'

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

SEE SHEET 5

SCALE: 1" = 40'

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

L. & TACK IN T.C. @ RET.

LOT B

CAMINO OHIO

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.

GEAR SPIKE IN AC PAVE.
SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES
PROJECT: TRACT 13226 - RANCHO SAN JUAN
LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRAND

SCALE: 1" = 40' - 2"

GEAR SPIKE IN BIKE TRAIL

GEAR SPIKE IN BIKE TRAIL

SEE SHEET 4

SEE SHEET 6

43

L & TACK IN LT. STR. BASE 42

L & TACK IN CONC. BASE FOR TELEPEDESTAL 40
SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES
PROJECT: TRACT 13024 - RANCHO SAN JUAN
LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRAND

LEGEND
○ = SPIKE & WASHER "RCE.15557"
△ = LEAD & TACK

SEE SHEET 9
SUBJECT: CENTERLINE TIE NOTES
PROJECT: TRACT 13024 - RANCHO SAN JUAN
LOCATION: CITY OF SAN JUAN CAPISTRAND

LEGEND
○ SPIKE & WASHER "RCE 13557"
△ LEAD & TACK

SEE SHEET 11
LEGEND

○ SPIKE & WASHER "RCE 13557"

△ LEAD & TAOK